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What we want to achieve





Carbon neutrality for 

all new buildings 

Cape Town Carbon Neutrality 

by 2050C40 Climate Action Planning and

SA Buildings Programmes

Carbon neutrality 
city wide 

Four South African cities – Cape Town, 

Johannesburg, Tshwane and eThekwini – have 
made a bold commitment: 

Carbon neutral new buildings by 2030 

Cape Town carbon neutral by 2050. 

Both programmes, under the C40 Deadline 2020 
commitment, were launched in 2018

Paris Agreement goals require

unprecedented collaboration 

and urgent action. 

C40 Deadline 2020:



Communicating about Climate Change Action



We need the Ozone Layer’s PR person!





Climate Change Perception Research

• Aim: stakeholder research into Cape Town residents’ perceptions of climate change. To inform 

messaging, channels and messengers. 

• Methodology: due to COVID-19 all digital based

– Online focus groups with LSM 7-10

– In-depth telephone interviews with LSM 4-5

– Digital depth interviews (via WhatsApp) with LSM 6

• Sample:

– A mix of levels of awareness on climate change / environmental issues

– Online focus groups mixed gender but separated ages (25-39 and 40-59) and race groups (allow for 

depth of conversation and to control for the influence of different lived experiences)

The following slides outline the main findings from the research (the full research report can be provided on 

request)  
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1 Awareness and knowledge levels of climate change vary 
greatly

2
Capetonians’ experience of the drought has heightened 
their awareness of the real impact of climate change 
related issues

4 Scientists and academics most trustworthy sources; 
government is seen to have its own agenda

5 Covid-19 pandemic has shown how easily life can be 
disrupted by an outside source

Key Insights on the topic 
of Climate Change

3
Little concern about climate change as a broad topic, 
however, concern of the impact the dangers of climate 
change can have on their lives



1 Government as the key player who needs to take 
responsibility and guide residents

2
Concern that corruption within the government and 
vested interests of business get in the way of addressing 
climate change

3 Basic service delivery issues to be managed as an 
immediate priority

4 City needs to provide infrastructure and resources

5 Lack of trust between City and communities

Key Insights on issues 
of Responsibility & Credibility



1
More likely to engage if there is some form of financial 
incentive/saving - far less likely if actions involve spending 
more money

2 Levels of environmental awareness vs. ignorance of the 
issues

3 Already habits of doing small actions to save electricity, 
with saving money as the primary motivator

4 Capetonians are sensitized to water scarcity - highlights 
the value of collective involvement

5 Convenience, accessibility and impact on their daily lives 
are likely to be key factors

Key Insights on contributors to 
Behaviour Change



01 IMPLEMENT LEGISLATION

02 REGULATE INDUSTRY/BUSINESS

03 EDUCATE COMMUNITIES
• Educate communities on the 

problem & actions they can take 
• Highlight the City vs. community  

responsibility
• Community workshops appeal 

04 ADDRESS SERVICE DELIVERY
• Address basic service delivery 
• Tackle areas where service delivery 

& climate change priorities overlap, 
e.g. pollution, provision of recycling 
facilities, etc.

05 TACKLE TRUST 
• Address broken trust
• Be open about tackling 

corruption 
• Create a relationship where 

City & communities can work 
together

Recommendation: The City can use the power of 
local government to bring about change 

A

• City expected to implement and enforce 
Climate Change legislation

• National Government’s role is seen as 
passing legislation

• The City’s role to assist industry in complying with 
corporate or national gov’t CO2 emissions targets or 
regulations.  

• Communicate with residents on the extent to which 
industry complies



Encouraging 
residents to take 

action 

03 Provide access to facilities

E.g. Ensure public 
transport routes are 
aligned with residents’ 
needs

04 Focus on health benefits 

E.g. Promote the health 
benefits of reduced CO2 
emissions/pollution 

05 Make climate change a priority 

Highlight that the City is 
behind climate action 

02 Make action convenient

E.g. make recycling part of 
refuse removal or provide 
easy to access recycling sites 

01 Incentivise 
1. Use clear, simple rewards
2. Link the behaviour to the 

reward 
3. Reward often 
4. E.g. points that can be 

redeemed on products, for 
MyCiti tickets, make it into 
a form of game/ 
competition. It is important 
to note rewards don’t 
necessarily have to have a 
monetary value, e.g. could 
be linked to status such as a 
tier system that residents 
progress through 

5. Share stories of 
communities that are doing 
well 

Recommendation: The City should make behaviour 
change easier for residents 
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01

02

03

04

Priority 1
• Save electricity 
• Save water 
• Re-usable shopping bags 

Priority 2
• Use of alternative energy sources, 

e.g. gas, solar panels

Priority 3
• Recycling, e.g. provide facilities  

Priority 4
• Waste Management 
• Litter
• Pollution 

Recommendation: The City can reinforce existing 
positive behaviour, then move onto new areas 
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Recommendation: A differentiated approach by LSM 
is relevant for accurate targeting 

D

LSM 4-5

Face to face communication

Credible, independent 
authority
Use community champions

Keep messaging simple & do-
able

Help communities address 
illegal dumping and burning

LSM 7-10

Use digital communication

Credible independent 
authority or scientific fact

Provide support and 
information on financial 
options

Promote changes in retail 
habits



Campaign Naming Convention

• Aim: developing a tagline and identifier logo corporate level climate change 

campaign. 

• Top routes for identifier development: unification and ownability

• Led by Corporate Communications, based on internal engagements (Water, 

Waste, Transport, Resilience, EMD) it was agreed to have a broad identifier 

that speaks to citizen action rather than climate change specifically.

• Strong collaboration within SEM between RE & EE Facilitation and Promotion 

and CCIP
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Let’s ACT. For a stronger Cape Town

19

• A call for collaborative action on our climate journey

• Aims to enable and support residents, communities, businesses and

organisations to take action for a stronger, healthier, more resilient

Cape Town for all.

• Will include communications campaigns, education programmes and

stakeholder engagement.
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My Clean Green Home



Let’s ACT mural



Embedded Generation in the City



The City Supports Green Technologies 

Facilitation & promotion of Renewable Energy (RE) & Energy 

Efficiency (EE) in residential, commercial and industrial sectors

Connecting with businesses and citizens to find innovative 

solutions to address energy challenges

Development of large-scale generation & improved 

efficiency of municipal buildings

RE projects that support low-income groups and improved 

energy efficiency regulations for buildings

Collating and integrating data to understand our contributions to 

Climate Change & model scenarios

https://plumbingafrica.co.za/index.php/news-events/news/674-calls-for-innovative-smart-ideas-to-address-energy-crisis


SSEG Registrations (end March 2022)

Approved grid-tied installations 
commissioned (Jan 2022):

•No. of Systems =  2289

•Capacity = 74,91 MVA

Total Systems (based on aerial 
survey):

•Over 4 000 (as of 2019)

•Incl. off-grid and illegal systems



Embedded Generation in the City

WHAT DOES THE CITY OF CAPE TOWN ALLOW?

Capacity: 1 MW – 100 MW
Note: 1 000 kVA = 1 MVA = 1 MW (for solar PV systems)

Grid-tied: connected to the City’s electricity grid 

(feed-in or reverse flow blocking)

Grid-tied Hybrid: essential loads interconnected 

with the grid 

(i.e. connects via suitably interlocked change-over switch)

Standby: connected to the grid and equipped with a 

suitably interlocked change-over switch

Off-grid: physically disconnected from the grid 

(i.e. no connection to electricity grid at all)

Generation: Solar PV and small wind turbines

Amended Schedule 2 of the ERA 4 of 2006 (Aug 2021) -
increases the licensing threshold for EG

Let’s stop saying “off grid”!



Link to online video

Video: The Importance of Registering Your EG

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mnh6ewoxEzo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mnh6ewoxEzo


Facilitation & Awareness Raising 



How The City Is Facilitating EG Uptake

Developing a streamlined, online registration 

process 

Registration awareness campaign (June 2018 –
June 2019) 

Promoting Quality Assurance (QA) Programmes such 

as SAPVIA’s PVGreenCard accreditation system 

Exploring innovative financing programmes 
201
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Creating easy-to-use information and guidance booklets

http://www.capetown.gov.za/SolarPV
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Awareness campaign (June 2018 – June 2019)



Awareness Raising 

• Websites

- Provides information about solar options 

and City’s SSEG authorisation process 

- http://www.capetown.gov.za/SolarPV

- www.savingelectricity.org.za

• Events 

- Solar PV Installer Events

• Digital Marketing & Newspaper ads

• Energy App

– City Energy app has been launched

– Potential for customer interface for future 

SSEG tracking etc

http://www.capetown.gov.za/SolarPV
http://www.savingelectricity.org.za/


Cape Town’s Energy App



Cape Town’s Energy App



Developing an Online Application Portal

Background

• Multi-year process

• Mayor’s Priority Programme on Energy – streamlining registration of Small-Scale 

Embedded Generation (SSEG) 

• Aim is to make it easier for customers to register their SSEG systems 

• Development of an online application system.

Objectives of the Online Application process

• Design and implementation of an online application system for all service 

connections including SSEG installations 

• Identify how the SSEG application can integrate into existing City Information 

Systems (the backend) 

• To design for customer centricity with respect to the SSEG processes, its stakeholders 

and the user experience



SSEG Online Application Process Diagram

Customer

Installer

Developer

eServices

Application 

interface

Alerts & tracking sent to 

Customer/installer/developer

Link to City 

Backend:

- SAP

- Billing

- GIS 
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Stakeholder engagement

• +- 40 top installers in Cape Town

• Elicitation exercise 

• Understand what the users need in the user interface

• Good, positive feedback



Streamlining Energy communications

The requirement of a single point of access as a positive customer 
interface to enable better energy choices has been identified

Purpose of customer interface 

A virtual ‘lobby’ or first point of contact for customers to quickly navigate to 

find the information or services they need 

which

Provides support for a broad set of energy-related queries

and

Supports residents/businesses/developments in their decision-making and 

investment planning with regard to energy 



Energy Hub / Energy Comms
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Thank You


